Journey to the land of Elser—a realm of haughty men, proud elves, nimble dellfins, and where Darkness is ever seeking to devour people's souls. Despite the old hostility between men and elves, an uneasy peace has reigned for over a century. But now all that is about to change. Darvir is a man without a past, family, or friends. Exploited by those who use his strange abilities for their own gain, all Darvir has ever known is a life of slavery and bloodshed. Elaine is intelligent, beautiful—a daughter of kings, yet she is an embarrassment and disgrace to her family for going against tradition and wanting to know the truth. Exiled to a remote part of the kingdom, she languishes there in seclusion until a deadly menace forces her to flee. When the paths of these two people cross, they are thrust into a web of peril and sorcery against impossible odds. As Darvir and Elaine both struggle to survive the myriad of dangers before them, an ancient evil is stirring and preparing to unleash a power which none can hope to prevail against. Only two people stand in its path, and they alone hold the key to possibly saving the realm from the fire that comes. A brutal medieval warlord believes his lost true love has returned to him from the grave. A young girl is uprooted from the sheltered life that is all she has known and must learn to survive in a violent and pitiless world where man is wolf to man. A valiant young warrior loses his heart to her, but the unforeseen tears them apart. Fate conspires to throw all three into each others path with shattering results. A colourful cast of minor characters helps to create a stunning, stained-glass-montage of an adventure that will enthral readers young, old, and in-between. By
the author of Immortal Longings and The Ivan. – This book is prohibited from
distribution in the author's homeland in Azerbaijan. – The writer was sentenced to
ten years of imprisonment for this novel, and his books were confiscated. – This
book was written before Bob Woodward's book about Donald Tramp. – After
being released from the prison the writer was driven out of his country, at present
he lives at Refugee Camp in Belgium. – The international organizations on
human rights recognized the writer as political prisoner and his name was
included to their report – Saday Shakarli is grantholder of Nobel Prize Winner
Alexander Solzhenitsyn for life. There have been mixed feelings about the
changes in Caldaca since the black star. Ayden and Merlin just want things to
settle down for them at the castle. When Nimue shows up and tells them that
Gmork has gone missing, it is only the beginning of their most exciting and
dangerous adventure yet. This time, it will be their hearts that are tested. With the
help of old and new allies, they must attain the heart of Baltezore, a dangerous
weapon against dragons. To save the people they love, they will have to face old
enemies, terrible curses, gruesome monsters, dark secrets, and their own flaws.
Discover the transformative lessons from one of humanity's oldest teachers—the
wolf—with this enthralling, accessible, and “beautiful book” (Helen Hunt,
Academy Award–winning actress) that “is rich with meaning, emotion, and spirit.
A must read” (Douglas W. Smith, PhD, leader of the Wolf Restoration Project at
Yellowstone National Park) to help us restore our connection with nature, our
communities, and our deepest selves. Myths from cultures around the world
show that wolves have enthralled humankind for millennia. In The Wolf
Connection, Teo Alfero, shamanic practitioner and wolf conservancy founder,
shows how interacting with wolves and wolfdogs can benefit people from all
walks of life. By restoring our ancestral bond with these resourceful beings, we
can reclaim the best of what it means to be human. The Wolf Connection offers
twelve Wolf Principles to awaken our intuition, live more authentically, and heal
from trauma. The principles draw on knowledge that Teo and the Wolf
Connection sanctuary team have gleaned firsthand through their Wolf Therapy®
education and empowerment program, as well as the findings of wolf biologists
and the wisdom of First Nation elders. Stories from myriad sources including Wolf
Heart Ranch provide a compelling understanding of the lessons wolves have to
offer us. The third book in the erotic, dark paranormal, international bestselling
fantasy series, Eye Of The Storm. Lydia becomes ever closer to her three mates.
However, with unrest all around, she is struggling to keep her wolves together for
her first full moon, just twenty-four hours away. A trip back home for Ryan could
bring much needed support for them all, but at what cost? As The Trident close in
on Ryan's pack, the pack itself becomes divided over Lydia's presence and
Lawrence is encouraged to return as the Alpha. But they don’t know his secret, and he’s doubtful of his ability to protect them. Can he fulfil his rightful role, or will his efforts prove fatal? Meanwhile, among the arid plains of Egypt, in a long-forgotten city, one man is pitting himself against the beast inside him in order to find salvation, only to realise, so much more is at stake than his soul. 18+ (adult scenes and very strong language, including scenes which some readers may find uncomfortable) Paranormal fantasy Written in British English Reading order: 1. Releasing The Wolf 2. Cry Of The Wolf 3. Heart Of The Wolf 4. Return Of The Wolf (scheduled for Oct, 2014) Three years after his wife’s death, he meets the man destined to be his fated mate. Three years ago, Tarinn’s mate sacrificed her life to save their pack. Now, Tarinn raises his daughter as a single father and would risk his life to keep her safe and protect the pack. When a series of grisly murders threatens Great Wolf Valley, his alpha tasks him with finding the killer at any cost. Tarinn presses forward despite being forced to partner with the lethal Department of Paranormal Safety—a department known to make shifters like him... disappear. Soon after Cutler came out as a child, his parents divorced, but the separation did nothing to abate the continuing animosity between his father and mother. At eighteen, Cutler escaped the domestic conflict by joining the Department of Paranormal Safety, where he discovered a new vocation, safe from familial strife. Now, as their best agent, he will do anything to preserve the career that rescued him from the trauma of his childhood. As Tarinn and Cutler’s ambitions collide, so do their passions. They agree to work side by side to locate the killer but find they are entirely unprepared for the dangers exposed by the truth behind the slaughters. Giving in to their love can lead to their survival, but their fears and ambitions won’t allow them to yield so easily, sending them careening down a tragic road that will end in their destruction. This is the fourth book in the Shifters of the Great Wolf paranormal romance series. This MM romance contains steamy scenes with a guaranteed happily ever after and no cliffhanger. For maximum reading enjoyment, we recommend you read these books in order. Book 4 begins the second trilogy in this ongoing series. Shifters of the Great Wolf Series Blessed Shifters Trilogy Book 1: Wolf Hunted Book 2: Wolf Betrayed Book 3: Wolf Rejected Damaged Hearts Trilogy Book 4: Wolf’s Heart Book 5: Wolf’s Faith (Releasing Spring 2020) Book 6: Wolf’s Trust (Releasing Summer 2020) What Lies in the Wolf’s Heart is a debut poetry collection that takes the reader on an emotional journey of both trial and triumph. It seeks to encompass as many stories as possible through multiperspectivity and connecting with each individual on a soul level, reminding them that no one is truly ever alone in this life. Written from the heart, these poems touch base with universal themes, including but not limited to mental health, self awareness, love,
depression. Above all else, this heartfelt book serves as a voice for the voiceless. Raised by intelligent wolves, Firekeeper must learn to cope with human society. He later discovers that for someone raised in a wolf pack, the politics of a royal court are neither complex nor all that unfamiliar. "The wolves howl when the Walkers come by!" Alice had heard the saying since the time she was born, but she did not fear the wolves howl. There was one wolf in the forest she knew, one that would protect her, one that would come when she was in trouble. One that was black as midnight with only a splash of silver to tarnish the darkness. The forest by the village was her natural domain for she was the herbalist's daughter, a healer in her own right. The rest of the villagers view the forest with suspicion and loathing but for her, it is a peaceful place, one to escape to when she needs some solitude. Dragged into an escalating battle between a nomadic gypsy people and her own village Alice is forced into making choices she never wanted to make. Should she stay with her people, and ignore the call of the forest? Or should she follow the wolf's heart and change her life forever? "The wolves howl when the Walkers come by!" Alice had heard the saying since the time she was born, but she did not fear the wolves howl. There was one wolf in the forest she knew, one that would protect her, one that would come when she was in trouble. One that was black as midnight with only a splash of silver to tarnish the darkness. The forest by the village was her natural domain for she was the herbalist's daughter, a healer in her own right. The rest of the villagers view the forest with suspicion and loathing but for her, it is a peaceful place, one to escape to when she needs some solitude. Dragged into an escalating battle between a nomadic gypsy people and her own village Alice is forced into making choices she never wanted to make. Should she stay with her people, and ignore the call of the forest? Or should she follow the wolf's heart and change her life forever? Desire can be deadly. Gabriel Bellmonte knows that better than anyone. He let his first love slip away, while loyalty to his kind kept him in Nouveau Monde fighting crime. But now the seasoned Lycan investigator has been handed his toughest assignment yet. "Shadow Elise Leroy's every move" is his order from above--something Gabriel will do with pleasure. Except his lingering attraction for Elise could be his downfall. She has returned a glamorous, successful woman, who now finds herself the target of a twisted stalker...and in need of 24-hour protection. Gabriel is skilled at what he does, but he'll need to sharpen his fangs against a formidable foe. Because he can't risk the consequences to his reputation...or to the enticing little diva who has dramatically reclaimed his heart. In the days before the Russian Revolution, twelve-year-old Feodora sets out to rescue her mother when the Tsar's Imperial Army imprisons her for teaching tamed wolves to fend for themselves. Set against the backdrop of a dystopian
London where thugs and criminals run rife, Skye Archer possesses a rare gift, the ability to transform into her spirit animal at will. Widely regarding her morphing ability as a curse, Skye's aim is to keep it a secret at all costs. But one day she meets the intriguing and affluent, Raphael Renzo, who soon proves to have a secret of his own, one that could heal the downtrodden city and affect Skye in ways she never thought possible . . . This debut novel from author, Sarah Brownlee, is a compelling and gripping read, taking the reader into a world where both the heart of a city and the heart of a girl are simultaneously pierced by one man. "New York Times"-bestselling author Knaak continues the thrilling story begun in the record-breaking MMO game expansion World of Warcraft: Cataclysm in this new hardcover. These poems are for stimulating seeds of remembrance of our true oneness with all that is. Book 2 in Terry Spear's Silver Town Wolf Series She may be his destiny, but she's not his first choice Hospital nurse and newly turned red werewolf Carol Woods is being pressured by her pack leader to find a mate, but he's the only guy in the pack who remotely attracts her. Why is he playing so hard to get? The fate of the pack rests on his shoulders Gray pack leader Ryan McKinley doesn't want anything to do with Carol unless she's willing to embrace her wolf nature-no matter how beautiful she is. But when a virus infects the local lupus garou pack, Ryan realizes just how wrong he's been not to seize the moment with the woman he's come to love. And now, it may be too late... Silver Town Wolf Series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever (Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3) Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf Christmas (Book 5) Praise for Terry Spear’s To Tempt the Wolf : "Ms. Spear's has spun a web of drama that pulled me in... Get it; read it; you'll love it!" -Romance Reader at Heart "A paranormal romp that sizzles! Action-packed romance and suspense-filled plot add up to pure magic. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough. Terry Spear is a great addition to the paranormal genre!" -Armchair Interviews Sadie è una ragazza diversa dalle altre della sua età. È schiva, adora leggere e deve lottare con il dolore della perdita dei suoi genitori. All'istituto Saint Mary incontra il giovane professore David Whitman, misterioso e ambiguo, ma che la solleverà dallo stato di apatia in cui è precipitata. Dal suo canto, David ha la passione per la letteratura, degli amici alquanto “singolari” e un segreto inconfessabile che lo attanaglia fin dalla tenera età. Sadie, trascinata dall’uragano dei forti sentimenti che la incatenano al suo insegnante, sarà catapultata in un mondo tutto nuovo e totalmente fuori dal suo controllo, fino a scoprire una scottante verità sul suo stesso passato. Il legame che la unisce a David va ben oltre i “canonici” sentimenti d’amore: si tratta di qualcosa di primordiale. Un subdolo nemico, però, è in agguato. Riusciranno David e Sadie a ritrovare loro stessi tra fughe e istinto di protezione? Saranno in grado di
1. affrontare il pericolo che incombe su di loro al pari di una Spada di Damocle?

2. Book 3 in Terry Spear's Heart of the Wolf Series A Family Mystery Leads Her into an Unimaginable World...And a Danger They Must Face Together Faith O'Malley travels to the frozen wilderness of Maine determined to discover what her father saw in that same region ten years ago. But her quest attracts the attention of two very different men, one private detective with his own mystery to solve, and the other a werewolf pack leader who holds secrets for them both. Private Detective Cameron MacPherson's search for his lost partners leads him down the same path as Faith's-and soon the two of them are thrust into the wilds of a forbidden, icy world. When Faith and Cameron encounter a mythical creature, they must decide to face their enemies together, or perish on their own. Heart of the Wolf Series: Heart of the Wolf (Book 1) To Tempt the Wolf (Book 2) Legend of the White Wolf (Book 3) Seduced by the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for USA Today bestseller Terry Spear: "Action-packed romance and suspense-filled plot add up to pure magic. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough. Terry Spear is a great addition to the paranormal genre!"-Armchair Interviews"Terry Spear weaves paranormal, suspense, and romance together in one non-stop coaster of passion and adventure."-Love Romance Passion "I love Ms. Spear's lupus garou society. She creates a world that makes you believe werewolves live among us."-Paranormal Romance Reviews

3. Rage stokes the embers of madness, igniting the beast within. After Corin is arrested for treason, Jarrod rushes to the mainland hoping to save his beloved from the inevitable noose. He returns to Mirage, seeking the help of the Ashen Hawks and Sarth, who finally learns the truth about Jarrod's lineage. He must embrace the destiny of his blood or risk losing everything he holds dear. Damien swore he'd never again leave Rae's side, but she encourages him to go to aid his brother. He accompanies Jarrod to the guild headquarters and notices the bond he created between Jarrod and Neco could be mutating. While trying to locate his brother, he faces the consequences of his desertion, fearing the rest of his family will be next to the gallows. Night terrors plague Rae's sleep, and she seeks solace in Maith. Her freedom still months away, she asks for his help in convincing Kynis and the council to let her leave Eralas early. After receiving news from Mirage, she sets off on her own journey, intent on sparing Damien's parents from an undeserved fate. The future of Helgath hangs in the balance, internal wars waging in the wake of corruption. Bonds are tested to the brink and when they fail, blood will be drawn. Heart of the Wolf is Part 3 of A Rebel's Crucible and Book 6 in the Pantracia Chronicles. Helen has known more than her fair share of pain in her young life, and the scars visibly show. Self harming and bitter, she winds up in yet another childcare facility-just one more in a long list of placements.
Determined to keep others at a distance, she resorts to biting insults and sullen silence and refuses all help from the staff and her therapist. No one seems capable of reaching her. But there is one unlikely soul that might just break down her walls and show her that there is still hope for her broken heart. When Helen meets an abused German shepherd that comes to scrounge near the facility’s property, she is inexplicably drawn to his pain. By reaching out to help "Wolf," she learns that recovery and healing might still be within her grasp. Through sessions with her therapist, who recognizes good therapy sometimes comes in unique forms, Helen gradually comes to understand the reasons behind her behavior and how acknowledging her past is the only way to grow. And it all comes back to a good dog and the strength to let love in. Book 1 in Terry Spear's Silver Town Wolf Series All she wants is the truth Lelandi Wildhaven is determined to discover the truth about her beloved sister's mysterious death. But everyone thinks she's out to make a bid for her sister's widowed mate. He's a pack leader tormented by memories Darien Silver blames himself for his mate's death. When her twin arrives in his town, he finds himself bewitched, and when someone attempts to silence her, he realizes that protecting the beautiful stranger might be the only way to protect his pack—and himself. Silver Town Wolf Series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever (Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3) Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf for Christmas (Book 5) Praise for Heart of the Wolf: A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year "The vulpine couple's chemistry crackles off the page." —Publishers Weekly "Centers on pack problems in a refreshingly straightforward way. The characters are well drawn and believable, which makes the contemporary plotline of love and life among the lupus garou seem, well, realistic." —Romantic Times "A sensual, action—packed read that you won't want to miss." —Shape Shifter Romance "Full of action, adventure, suspense, and romance— one of the best werewolf stories I've read!" —Fallen Angel Reviews "A lively read that keeps the reader on their feet, and an excellent addition to the serious wolf—lover's library. When it comes to authenticity, this novel truly embodies the 'heart of the wolf'."—Jennifer L. James, Montestruc, Book Fetish Looking for an action-packed quickie? USA Today bestselling author Terry Spear brings her trademark action, romance, and wolf pack dynamics in this thrilling Heart of the Wolf novella! A heroine with a target on her back A hero determined to protect her at all costs Enough action, mystery, and wild romance to keep readers enthralled Red wolf Carmela Wildhaven retired from the army, but not until after she helped vote out three sergeants who'd been using illegal drugs. Now that she's out of the military, those former sergeants are out for her blood. She just has to reach the Silver wolves' pack territory in Silver Town and these men can't hassle her. But when they run her off the road before
she can reach safety, she knows she's on her own. Retired army Special Forces officer and gray wolf Michael Hoffman had plans to check out the Greystoke pack in Silver Town when he smelled three unfamiliar gray wolves. When he realizes they're making plans to take down a red she-wolf, he determines to protect her at all costs. Now Carmela and Michael are alone, injured, and have only each other to rely on, but nothing will stop these fated mates from making it out of this alive...and together... Everyone loves Terry Spear's wolf shifter romances!

"Riveting and entertaining...makes one want to devour all of the rest of Terry Spear's books."—Fresh Fiction for Wolf Fever "Wolfishly delicious...an exciting, action-packed paranormal romance that kept me enthralled."—Romance Junkies for A Howl for a Highlander "Terry Spear weaves paranormal, suspense, and romance together in one nonstop rollercoaster of passion and adventure."—Love Romance Passion for Destiny of the Wolf Book 1 in Terry Spear's Heart of the Wolf series Their forbidden love may get them both killed. Bella is a red werewolf, sole survivor of the fire that killed her entire pack. Devlyn is a beta male werewolf in a pack of grays. Forced to flee her adopted gray pack when the alpha male becomes a vicious threat, she struggles to live as a lone wolf, until Devlyn, the gray male who rescued her as a pup, comes to bring her home. When a local red werewolf goes on a killing spree, Bella and Devlyn must flee the murderer, the police and their vengeful pack leader. With the full moon rising, and her heat upon her, Bella can't resist the pull to her destined mate, even if means Devlyn will have to face the wicked alpha male in a fight to the death... A sizzling paranormal romance based on extensive research on how wolves live and behave in the wild, creating a fascinating world of nature and fantasy. Heart of the Wolf Series: Heart of the Wolf (Book 1) To Tempt the Wolf (Book 2) Legend of the White Wolf (Book 3) Seduced by the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for USA Today bestseller Terry Spear: "You will be turning pages well into the night." -Sandy Blair, author of A Highlander For Christmas "A fast-paced, sexy read with lots of twists and turns! A fascinating paranormal world with a hot hero, a smart heroine and dark villains." -Nicole North, author of Devil in a Kilt "Warm and sexy; Terry Spear is a great new voice in the paranormal romance genre." -Cathy Clamp, USA Today bestselling author Being a werewolf didn't ruin Nika's life, but being forced to join a pack just might. And then, of course, there's a man: Maeul, the dark, sexy alpha whose blistering love for Nika might consume them both, if the pack doesn't tear them apart first. "Each holds a secret they can't possibly overcome alone...Julia Wildthorn is sneaking into Argent Castle to steal an ancient relic, but reluctant laird Ian MacNeill may be the key to unlocking the one answer she really wants discovered..."--P. [4] of cover. Continuano le avventure di Sadie, ormai entrata in un mondo di cui non immaginava neppure l'esistenza.
Un mondo che alterna luci sfavillanti a ombre pericolose. La sua nuova famiglia, il Clan dei lupi della luna di Galway, ha giurato di proteggerla dai numerosi pericoli che la attendono e dai suoi nemici, il Branco di Dominic e i Custodi Neri, quest’ultimi responsabili della morte dei suoi genitori naturali. Al suo fianco avrà anche il suo amato David, deciso più che mai a non ripetere lo stesso errore commesso in passato, quello di averla abbandonata. Sadie è cresciuta ormai e sa di non essere più sola ma questo sarà sufficiente per riuscire a sopravvivere all’oscurità e alle creature che la minacciano? What Lies in the Wolf’s Heart is a debut poetry collection that takes the reader on an emotional journey of both trial and triumph. It seeks to encompass as many stories as possible through multiperspectivity and connecting with each individual on a soul level, reminding them that no one is truly ever alone in this life. Written from the heart, these poems touch base with universal themes, including but not limited to mental health, self awareness, love, depression. Above all else, this heartfelt book serves as a voice for the voiceless. Trouble has started on the planet Sern. Can three teens save the world with help from a team of heroes and the people that join along the way. It’s been years since Elias has seen his childhood rival and friend Julian. The last time they were together, Elias kissed him, sending Julian running away. And by morning, he was gone. Since then, Elias has kept his secret close to his chest, hoping Julian would do the same. But Julian is back now, and simultaneously a string of mysterious animal attacks have struck the town, rousing superstitions about a Beast that swept through before Elias was even born. A Beast that was only stopped by Elias’s grandmother. Elias may have been keeping his own secret, but as he and Julian reconnect, what secrets will he discover about Julian’s family…or his own? Book 4 in Terry Spear’s Heart of the Wolf Series His first priority is to protect his pack Werewolf pack leader Leidolf Wildhaven has just taken over a demoralized pack. With rogue wolves on the loose causing havoc and the authorities from the zoo suddenly zeroing in on the local wolf population, the last thing he needs in his territory is a do-gooder female, no matter how beautiful and enticing she is... She'll do anything to help wolves Biologist Cassie Roux has dedicated her life to protecting wolves in the wild. On a desperate mission to help a she-wolf with newborn pups, the last thing Cassie needs right now is a nosy and entirely too attractive werewolf pack leader trying to track her down... With rogue wolves and hunters threatening at every turn, Cassie and Leidolf may find their attraction the most dangerous force of all. Heart of the Wolf Series: Heart of the Wolf (Book 1) To Tempt the Wolf (Book 2) Legend of the White Wolf (Book 3) Seduced by the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for Terry Spear: “The vulpine couple’s chemistry crackles off the page, but the real strength... lies in Spear's depiction of pack power dynamics as well as in the
details of human-wolf interaction. Her wolf world feels at once palpable and even plausible."-Publishers Weekly "Chilling suspense and sizzling romance... The dark, sexy alpha hero will capture you-body, mind, and soul."-Nicole North, author of Devil in a Kilt "If action, romance, and suspense are what you are looking for in a story, then look no further."-Night Owl Romance There have been mixed feelings about the changes in Caldaca since the black star. Ayden and Merlin just want things to settle down for them at the castle. When Nimue shows up and tells them that Gmork has gone missing, it is only the beginning of their most exciting and dangerous adventure yet. This time, it will be their hearts that are tested. With the help of old and new allies, they must attain the heart of Baltezore, a dangerous weapon against dragons. To save the people they love, they will have to face old enemies, terrible curses, gruesome monsters, dark secrets, and their own flaws. Book 3 in Terry Spear's Highland Wolf Series On The Run... After werewolves Elaine Hawthorn and Cearnach MacNeill almost have a head-on collision on a foggy Highland road, they're pretty well stuck with each other. It'll be hours before anyone can get there to pull his car out of the ditch and they both have better places to be. And Nowhere to Hide From Each Other... The sexy little American brings out all of Cearnach's big bag protective instincts. If she thought she was in trouble before, Elaine has no idea what kind of complications a hot Scot can cause... Delightful, steamy, and devilishly funny, join the hundreds of thousands of readers who already discovered that USA Today bestseller Terry Spear delivers a sizzle worth howling about. Highland Wolf Series: Heart of the Highland Wolf (Book 1) A Howl for a Highlander (Book 2) A Highland Werewolf Wedding (Book 3) Hero of a Highland Wolf (Book 4) A Highland Wolf Christmas (Book 5) Praise for USA Today bestseller A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing: "Hot and sexy love scenes, and situational humor that had me laughing out loud."—Fresh Fiction "A nonstop, action-packed romance with kick, growls, and sexy attitude."—Long and Short Reviews "A delightful and tantalizing read. The characters are spirited and realistic...You'll be captivated."—Thoughts in Progress A hot paranormal shifter romance full of action, adventure, mystery, and passion from USA Today bestselling author Terry Spear. Perfect for readers of Christine Feehan, Patricia Briggs, and Nalini Singh: Jake Silver has gotten himself into some trouble, and to appease the Silver Town pack leaders, he needs the money he can make selling his photography to local art galleries. When he spies a woman in town sneaking around and taking surreptitious photographs, his intrigue turns into wolfish protectiveness... Alicia Greiston is in a rut. She's determined to turn the town's notorious mobsters over to the police. This kind of work comes with a price—and not just the bounty money. But Jake is just too persuasive to stay away from, and against both their better judgments,
she allows herself to be swept under his spell. He's sexy, alpha, and totally irresistible... Praise for the Silver Town Wolf series: "Sensual, passionate and very well written... Terry Spear's writing is pure entertainment."—The Long and Short of It Reviews for Wolf Fever "With non-stop action, thrilling suspense, danger, a beautiful setting, well-drawn characters, this story will keep readers guessing right up to the very satisfying ending."—Romance Junkies for Silence of the Wolf "Terry Spear weaves paranormal, suspense, and romance together in one non-stop rollercoaster of passion and adventure."—Love Romance Passion for Destiny of the Wolf
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